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During exposure to synchrotron radiation, closo 1,7-dicarbadodecaborane (metacarborane) and closo 1,2-dicarbadodecaborane (ortho-carborane) decompose, and are accompanied by increasingly evident photoemission surface photovoltage effects. We show that metacarborane and orthocarborane form self-doped n-type and p-type boron-carbides, respectively. Surface photovoltage effects dominate the photoemission final state, not the changes in electronic structure due to decomposition. © 2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1648136]

Since the recognition of surface photovoltage (SPV) on semiconductors, the technique has been much exploited. Surface photovoltage effects with temperature, substrate doping, and metal deposition dependence have been observed by ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy. While photoemission induced surface photovoltage (SPV) on semiconductors is a well recognized phenomenon, examples of SPV accompanying the transition from molecular film to semiconductor have not been generally well documented. We have utilized SPV to investigate the formation of the self-doping isomer dependent semiconductors of boron-carbide.

By exploiting the observation that many molecules, including the closo-dicarbadodecaboranes exhibit rigid band character and little band bending, the onset of a surface photovoltage, in photoemission, is a key indicator of semiconductor formation (and type) from molecular decomposition. Band bending, as a result of charge at the surface and/ or defect states, can be compensated during photoemission, due to a surface photovoltage. For p-type materials, the electronic structure (the binding energies of the various photoemission features) is observed to shift toward lower binding energy or the valence band shifts toward the E_F (Fermi level). For n-type semiconductors, the electronic structure shifts toward higher binding energy or the valence band shifts away from E_F. When the source molecules closo 1,2-dicarbadodecaborane (ortho-carborane) and closo 1,7-dicarbadodecaborane (metacarborane), shown inset to Figs. 1 and 2, are decomposed by synchrotron light, the resulting boron-carbide semiconductor materials, from both electron beam and synchrotron radiation assisted decomposition, are very similar. During decomposition, the exopolymethyl hydrogen is removed from the carborane molecules.

The transition from C_2B_{10}H_{12} (carborane) to C_2B_{10} (boron-carbide) is indicated in combined photoemission and inverse photoemission studies by a small HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) to LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) gap closure. This gap closure is small, relative to the surface photovoltage effect. Although the electronic structure with metacarborane and orthocarborane molecular adsorption is substrate dependent, the spectra with
adsorption on Ag, Au, and Cu are very similar. Carborane molecular adsorption on cobalt leads to a greater reduction in the HOMO–LUMO gap, than observed on the noble metal surfaces.

As the source molecules decompose, due to incident synchrotron light, the effect (binding energy shifts) of surface photovoltage charging increases. As decomposition occurs, the band bending in the forming semiconductor (decomposing molecular film) is partly compensated by surface photovoltage charging. Figure 1 illustrates the photoemission features of orthocarborane on both silver (a) and copper (b) shifting toward lower binding energy with increased exposure to synchrotron radiation. Figure 2 shows the changes in photoemission spectra for metacarborane films adsorbed on Ag and Au substrates with increasing decomposition due to incident synchrotron white light radiation. Similarly, decomposition, due to an incident electron beam flux, resulted in binding energy shifts of the density of states maximum in the conduction band of molecular metacarborane, shown by inverse photoemission for metacarborane in the inset of Fig. 3.

Orthocarborane decomposition is indicated by a shift to a lower binding energy and a p-type semiconductor is demonstrably formed. The orthocarborane highest occupied to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital gap of about 11 eV as indicated in Fig. 3 should decrease toward the indirect gap of 0.75 eV with molecular decomposition. A decomposition induced shift should be accompanied by a similar increase in the widths of the photoemission features. Such increases in the photoemission peak widths are not observed here. Surface photovoltage effects must be invoked to explain the binding energy shifts that accompany the decomposition observed. Although the changes are relatively small, the peak widths of the photoemission features discernibly increase with increased decomposition both as a result of the new icosahedral bonding and the final state photoelectron being perturbed by excess photovoltage.

Eventually the SPV reaches a saturation point, wherein all surface acceptor states recombine with secondary electrons for the p-type materials, as in the case of boron-carbide formed from the decomposition of orthocarborane, as indicated in Fig. 3.
icated in the diagram of Fig. 1. In spite of possible HOMO–LUMO gap closure due to decomposition of orthocarborane, this does not exceed 1.2 eV shift due to surface photovoltage effects, so we associate this polytype of boron-carbide as being only slightly p-type.

In the case of metacarborane decomposition, the binding energy shifts of both the occupied (photoemission, as seen in Fig. 2) and unoccupied states (inverse photoemission, as seen in the inset to Fig. 3) to greater binding energies are indicative of the formation of an n-type semiconductor. As the boron carbide is formed from the decomposition of the metacarborane, charge flow to the surface regions is small because of the decreased charge mobility at low temperatures. Thus in the surface region, the charge tends toward the opposite sign and provides the appearance of band rectification to the flat band condition. Again the photoemission peak widths increase, but again is insufficient to account for the amount of photovoltaic shifting observed. It is the large shift ($\gtrsim 2.5$ eV) of decomposed metacarborane which indicates that this polytype of boron-carbide is strongly n-type and/or a semiconductor with few carriers.

Defect and/or surface state formation is evident, as decomposition occurs, from spectroscopic signatures observed in photoluminescence, \textsuperscript{18} inverse photoemission (as indicated in Fig. 3), and from the inferred band bending. Earlier work using inverse photoemission spectroscopy\textsuperscript{12} provided evidence of a defect state which exists in the highest occupied to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO–LUMO) gap, as reproduced in Fig. 3. We note that as hydrogen is lost, not all the $\pi$ orbitals of the $C_2B_{10}$ icosahedral cage can be compensated (bonded) by adjacent icosahedra. Defects in the bulk are common, given that in the fully decomposed molecular films, the boron carbide semiconductor crystallite size is about 20 nm.\textsuperscript{16,18} In addition, we believe it is the irregular packing of icosahedral building blocks (because pentagons, the two-dimensional projection of the icosahebra, are not space filling) which introduces additional defect states, but it is surface termination which leads to the surface/defect state formation in abundance because of uncompensated bonds. It is the defect and/or surface states which can pin the Fermi level and ultimately determine the extent of band bending.

Decomposition leading to a heterogeneous mixture of decomposition states cannot explain the observed photoemission peak shifts with increased white light induced decomposition. Such heterogeneous decomposition, while leading to closure of the HOMO–LUMO gap, would also be accompanied by very large photoemission peak widths that are not observed, as noted earlier. Thus the prior explanations\textsuperscript{15,19} of the photoemission binding energy shifts, for orthocarborane, as due to HOMO–LUMO gap closure are incorrect.

Two molecules, which only differ by carbon position within the icosahedral cage (orthocarborane and metacarborane), form two very different boron-carbide semiconductors from the differences\textsuperscript{2,3} in surface photovoltage related binding energy shifts in photoemission and inverse photoemission.
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